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If you own a car and own or rent a house or apartment you
may have an asset which can be rented to others for short periods
of time. What makes this simple concept so revolutionary and
disruptive to the hotel and taxi industries, particularly, in New
York and San Francisco is the connectivity between owners and
renters provided by Internet “digital clearinghouses”1 such (1)
Airbnb [www.airbnb.com] which is a short-term home or apartment
rental company that matches close to 350,000 hosts worldwide with
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rooms to let [15,000 hosts listed on Airbnb reside in New York
City] with those tourists that want to rent them in 35,000
cities2 and (2) Uber [www.uber.com] and Lyft [www.lyft.com] which
allow customers to order car service by using a smartphone app
which allows them to avoid hailing a taxi from a fixed location,
locate an available Uber or Lyft3 vehicle while allowing the
driver to find the customer, and rate the drivers who are
licensed4, insured and may own the vehicle and pay less for
short-term transportation5. Uber operates in 128 cities in 37
countries and “though it began as a dispatch network for
professional chauffeurs in Town Cars and S.U.V.s, its most
prominent offering is Uber X, where drivers use their own cars”6
This article reviews recent actions by the New York State
Attorney General to control the onslaught of these Internet based
companies.

Reacting To A Threat

Tourists love it7. Venture capitalists love it8. However, as
Airbnb, Uber and Lyft have spread across the United States and
beyond9, the hotel and taxi industries and local officials10 overreacting, perhaps, have sought ways to require these innovative
business models to comply with local statutes and regulations.
Here in New York, the Attorney General seems to be leading the
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charge11 in an effort to control these innovative business models
by issuing an investigatory subpoena12 to Airbnb seeking
information, inter alia, about Airbnb’s New York City hosts and
their alleged failure to pay hotel occupancy taxes and State and
New York City sales taxes; seeking a restraining order to enjoin
Lyft “from operating [in New York City, Buffalo and Rochester] an
unlicensed for-hire livery service and insurance business in New
York State in violation of state and local laws that protect the
health, safety and financial well-being of New York residents”13;
and seeking to prevent “price gouging” in violation of General
Business Law § 396r by limiting Uber’s use of its “surge pricing”
model.

Airbnb Investigatory Subpoena

After a year of negotiations over scope of the investigatory
subpoena Airbnb and the Attorney General14 reached an agreement
to the effect that Airbnb will provide the Attorney General with
“the information he is seeking about Airbnb hosts in New York
City... The attorney general will have a year to use the data to
identify bad actors - hosts who are renting out large blocks of
rooms in violation of local laws.”15
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AIRbnb “Hosts” Versus Hotels

The legal face off between AIRbnb and the Attorney General
involved much more than just seeking to identify potential tax
evaders. It also pitted thousands of foreign tourists16 and their
local AIRbnb “Hosts”, who may offer a “‘very cute and cozy’ room
in a retired police detective’s apartment in Kew Gardens ($35 a
night) to a ‘spacious mansion’ on the Upper East Side ($10,000 a
night, but it’s pet friendly)”17, against the Hotel Association
of New York City, a spokeswoman for which noted that “AIRbnb
remains a scofflaw company whose business model is at odds not
just with multiple New York laws but with the basics of the New
York City real estate markets”18.

Smart Tourists Versus Genteel Locals

An example of how unreceptive “genteel locals” may be to the
sharing concept19 can be gleaned from the recent case, City of
New York v. Smart Apartments LLC20, in which New York City sought
to enjoin the operation of an apartment sharing website claiming
that defendant’s placement of tourists in residential apartments
for ‘transient’ stays of less than 30 days is illegal because
they violate [Multiple Dwelling Laws, Housing Maintenance Codes,
City Building Codes] and “they bother non-transient residents of
4

the buildings because the transient occupants host loud, late
night parties; vomit, dump garbage and smoke in the hallways and
generally do not conduct themselves in the civilized genteel
manner of the locals”. In granting a preliminary injunction the
Court noted that “placing tourists in illegal, dangerous
accommodations constitutes irreparable injury especially if there
is a tragic fire”.

Its All About Taxes

It is unlikely that State and local sales taxes will be
imposed on Airbnb hosts or Uber and Lyft drivers. It is more
efficient to tax Airbnb, Uber and Lyft directly. Certainly,
Internet businesses should pay their fair share of taxes in those
environments in which they sell their goods and services. It is
also fair to subject Internet retailers and resellers to personal
jurisdiction in the forums in which they transact business21.
Developing fair and reasonable taxing methodologies for Internet
businesses is a work in progress and started sometime ago with
taxing Internet retailers or “resellers”.

Taxing Internet Resellers

In Overstock.Com v. New York State Department of Taxation22
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the New York Court of Appeals rejected the facial challenge of
online retailers (including Amazon.com) to the newly created
Internet Tax as being unconstitutional “by subjecting online
retailers, without a physical presence in the state, to New York
sales and compensating use taxes”. In so doing the Court noted
that “The world has changed dramatically in the last two decades,
and it may be that the physical presence test is outdated. An
entity may now have a profound impact upon a foreign jurisdiction
solely through its virtual projection via the Internet”. The
implementation of this reseller taxing methodology has led to
consumer class actions alleging overcharges and the imposition of
phony taxes23.

New York City Hotel Taxes

In Expedia, Inc. v. City of New York Department of Finance24
the New York Court of Appeals rejected a challenge by online
retailers to the imposition of a local hotel tax to the fees
collected from their customers. “This statute allows the City to
tax up to six percent ‘of the rent or charge per day’ for each
hotel room (and) authorizes the City to collect these taxes from
the hotel operator or any ‘person entitled to be paid the rent or
charge for the hotel room’”. In finding the hotel tax
constitutional the Court noted that “Online travel
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companies...have successfully reshaped the way people book
travel”.

Nassau County’s Hotel Tax

In County of Nassau v. Expedia, Inc25., Nassau County
brought a class action on behalf of 51 other similar taxing
authorities against many online travel retail sellers and
“remarketers” of hotel accommodations seeking to enforce “the
Nassau County Hotel and Motel Occupancy Tax. The online retailers
purchase blocks of rooms from hotels at discounted rates and then
resell those rooms over the Internet. The dispute is that the
County wants the tax calculated as a percentage of the price the
occupants pay to the resellers whereas the resellers only pay the
tax based on the lower “wholesale” rate. In any event the Expedia
Court certified this class action and found that Nassau County
had standing to sue as a class representative on behalf of other
counties.

Airbnb: Taxing The Sharing Economy

While Expedia, Priceline and Hotwire are best defined as
retailers or resellers and, as such, can be controlled and taxed
accordingly, it is much more difficult to find a comparable
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taxing analogue for the Internet sharing economy. In addition,
and as noted above, travel sharing companies such as Airbnb
threaten traditional businesses such as hotels and rental car
companies and may annoy the owners and residents of apartment
buildings in which, for example, many Airbnb “hosts” reside. “As
services like Airbnb (the apartment-sharing service) and Uber and
Lyft (ride-sharing services), spread across the country,
lawmakers and other officials in some cities have started seeking
ways to curb their explosive growth and bring them into
compliance with existing laws, written before the companies were
ever imagined”26

The Uber App

Uber operates its ridesharing business in 70 cities around
the world27, may have a transformative impact upon car ownership
and the quality of urban environments28 and has recently been the
subject of the first ridesharing legislation in Colorado. “SB125
codifies our responsibility to the riding public and drivers by
creating a new vehicle class called ‘Transportation Network
Companies’” providing for driver background checks, vehicle
inspections and every trip must be insured up to $1 million29.
However, some countries have not been so receptive as Colorado.
“In Frankfurt, a state court banned Uber’s low-cost UberPop
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product, which connects drivers with potential customers, from
operating in the country until a hearing this year on whether it
unfairly competes with local taxis. A temporary injunction was
ordered last week but became public on Tuesday...Uber, which
allows people to use their smartphones to book rides with
freelance drivers, said it would continue operating in Germany
and would appeal the court’s decision. But Uber could face fines
in Germany of up to 250,00 euros, about $330,000, or its local
employees could be jailed for up to six months if the company
violates the temporary injunction. The company’s drivers, who are
not employees, would not face direct penalties”30

Uber Lawsuits

In addition, Uber has been the subject of, at least, two
lawsuits, O’Connor v. Uber Technologies, Inc31,

brought by

drivers seeking tips who allege that Uber discourages passengers
from tipping by falsely advertising that gratuity is included in
the fare, even though the full gratuity is not passed along to
the drivers and Boston Cab Dispatch v. Uber Technologies, Inc.32
in which plaintiffs allege that Uber “has gained an unfair
competitive advantage over traditional taxicab dispatch services
and license-holders because it avoids the costs and burdens of
complying with extensive regulations designed to ensure that
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residents of Boston have access to fairly priced and safe
transportation”.

Price Gouging?

Back in New York, the Attorney General raised the issue of
whether33 Uber’s “surge pricing” model may violate General
Business Law § 396-r which prohibits “price gouging” during
“periods of abnormal disruption of the market caused by strikes,
power failures, severe shortages or other extraordinary adverse
circumstances”34 An agreement reached between the Attorney
General and Uber dated July 8, 2014 provides that “Uber will not
exceed its normal range of prices during any ‘abnormal disruption
of the market’ as defined by GBL § 396-r...Uber agrees that it
will implement surge pricing, and set prices at multiples of the
base fare, based solely on customer demand and the supply of
available vehicles”.

Blocking Lyft

Lyft is similar to Uber and a vigorous competitor35 and
requires its cars to wear a distinctive fuzzy pink moustache.
Lyft which evidently is operating in Buffalo and Rochester
decided to enter the New York City by offering “free rides in
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Brooklyn and Queens starting Friday evening (July 11, 2014)”36.
The day before the New York City Taxi & Limousine Commission
posted a notice that (Lyft’s) so-called ride share service had
not complied with the commission’s safety requirements and other
licensing criteria. The Attorney General sought and obtained a
TRO blocking Lyft from launching in New York City. “We are proinnovation and pro-competition but allowing Lyft to flout dozens
of different laws would, in addition to putting safety of New
Yorkers at risk, put law-abiding competitors at a substantial
disadvantage”37. On July 28, 2014 Lyft and the Attorney General
reached an agreement whereby “Lyft agreed to operate ‘in full
compliance’ with existing laws and regulations and that it will
start the new service in (New York City) with commercial drivers
only (and) Lyft will suspend operations in Buffalo and Rochester
August 1 while resolving regulatory issues there”38.

Conclusion

Given the rising popularity of Airbnb, Uber and Lyft and the
potential for new sources of tax revenues accommodations will, of
course, be reached, taxes will be levied and paid and the
traveling public will be better off for it.
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